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Homology Theory for Real Analytic and Semianalytic Sets. (*)

ROBERT M. HARDT (**)

1. - Introduction.

Here the homology of real semianalytic sets is treated using real analytic
chains. A subset A of an m dimensional (separable) real analytic, Riemannian
manifold if is called (real) analytic [respectively, semianalytic] in if if if
can be covered by open balls U for which there is a function f [respectively,
a finite family of functions] analytic in U such that f -lfol
[respectively, is a union of sets each of which is a connected com-

ponent of f -1~0~ ~ g-1(0) for some f, g E For any nonnegative integer j,
a j dimensional (real) analytic chain in if ([3, 4.2.28], [6, §4]) is a locally
finite sum of integral multiples of chains given by integration over a regular,
j dimensional, oriented semianalytic set. Suppose MD A D B. Using the
group of real analytic cycles

~~(A, B) _ {T : T is a j dimensional analytic chain, spt T is
compact, spt T c A, and spt aT c B or j = 01 ,

(* ) Research partially supported by National Science Foundation grant GP29321.
(**) School of Mathematics, University of Minnesota.
Pervenuto alla Redazione il 6 Marzo 1973.
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the subgroup of real analytic boundaries

and the real analytic homology groups

we prove in 9 4 our main results.

THEOREM. I f A D Bare semianalytic sets, then there exists an arbitrarily
small open neighborhood W of B such that HAA n W, B) 0 for all j.

COROLLARY. There exist arbitrarily small open neighborhoods U of A in M
and V of B in U such that the inclusion map of 3;(A, B) into ( U, V) induce
an isomorphism, .H~ (A, B) ^~ V), for all j.

The corollary has two consequences. First in 95 we define, by appro-
ximation, the homomorphism

for any continuous map f : (C, D) ~ (A, B) where C D D are semianalytic
subsets of an analytic manifold; the axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod follow
as in [3, 4.4.1]. Second, in § 6, a homology intersection product

where i is any nonnegative integer with results by use of the
intersection theory for real analytic chains of [6, § 5].

In [1] A. Borel and A. Haefliger, employing the Borel-Moore homology
for locally-compact spaces, proved the orientability modulo 2 of real analytic
sets and established a formula equating the modulo 2 cycle of the real part
of the intersection of two holomorphic varieties with the intersection of

the modulo 2 cycles of the real parts of the varieties. These facts are

reproven in §6 and §8, using analytic chains and Federer’s theory of

slicing ([3,4.3], [6, § 4]). We observe in Example 7.2 that analytic sets are
not necessarily locally orientable over Z even though those of dimension or
codimension one are (7.1). We also note in 5.7 that the homology of a

relatively compact pair of semianalytic sets is finitely generated.
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The proofs of our main results in § 4 involve, for bounded semianalytic
subsets of Rn, a certain stratification (2.8) and system of neighborhoods (2.9)
built up from finitely many local stratifications; the required local strati-
fication (2.6) is established by Lojasiewicz in [11, §11-§15] or [13, ~ 13]
using the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem and classical elimination theory.
The main complication in § 4 is that the projection of a bounded semi-
analytic set may fail to be semianalytic ([13, p. 133]). Readers interested

in other aspects of semianalytic sets and their projections are referred

to [4], [6, 9 2], [8], [11], [12], [13], [14] and [18].
Replacing, for any integer v ~ 2, «analytic chain and spt » by « analytic

chain modulo v and spt" [7], we obtain the real analytic homology group
B; Z,) with coefficients in Z, = Z/vZ. All of the proofs and results

of § 2 through § 6 carry over to the modulo v case. We also note that, by
replacing everywhere « (real) analytic set, semianalytic set, and analytic
mapping)) by «(real) algebraic set, semialgebraic set, and algebraic (poly-
nomial) mapping &#x3E;&#x3E; we may define real algebraic chains and transfer the
methods and results of this paper to the real algebraic case. In fact here

the situation is simpler because, by [16, Theorem 1], the projection of a
bounded semialgebraic set in Rn is semialgebraic. Thus section 4.4 would

be unnecessary.
Real analytic chains are suitable for studying the homology of real analytic

objects because of their geometric content, their applicability to arbitrary
semianalytic sets, and their economy as the smallest group of singular chains
containing the orienting cycles of orientable semianalytic sets. However,
the fact that they are singular chains, i.e., that semianalytic sets are trian-
gulable ([5], [12]), will not be used here.

Our notation, except for the symbols, 3j(A, B), B), H;(A, B),
H~ (A), H~ (A, B; Z,,), defined above, is consistent with [3] and [6] (See the
glossaries on [6, pp. 669-671]). In addition we define, for any subset G of
a topological space, the frontier of G, denoted Fr G, as (Clos G) - G. The

author wishes to thank Herbert Federer for suggesting many of the problems
treated here, showing him Example 7.2, and offering needed encouragement
and criticism.

2. - Semi analytic Sets.

Observing that the product, the sum of squares, or the cartesian product
of two analytic functions is analytic, we readily verify that the union,
intersection, difference, or cartesian product of two semianalytic sets is

semianalytic. Moreover, a connected component of or the inverse image
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under an analytic map of a semianalytic set is semianalytic. However,
the direct image under an analytic map of even a compact analytic set may
fail to be semianalytic ([13, p. 133]).

2.1. Real analytic dimension. The real analytic dimension of a subset
of M, which is defined in [6, 2.2], may be described as follows:

If A is a semianalytic subset of M, then

dim A == sup k : A contains dimensional analytic submanifold of ~
(hence, dim 0 = -1 ) .

If .E is an arbitrary subset of M, then

2.2. Semianalytic subsets of Rn. Let n be a fixed positive integer. We will
use the following notations. With let for 

and l for Z E ~0, ... , n -1 ~ be given by p° ( xl , ... , xn ) = o,
..., xn) = 0, ..., xn) = (Xl’ ..., tx), and ..., (Xl’ ..., 1Ci)

for k E fl, ..., nl, 1 E fl, n - 11, and (Xl’ ..., xn) E Rn. We also abbreviate
p = Pn-l, and let q : Rn -* R be the complementary projection, q(x,, ..., xn) = X.
for (xl , ..., xn ) E Rn.

An affine line L in Rn is nonsingular for a semianalytic subset A of Rn
if A may be described locally using U, :F as in 91 so that fl( ( U r1 0

whenever f and f fl 0. If L is nonsingular for two semi analytic sets,
then it is clearly nonsingular for their union, intersection, or difference.

Moreover, i f Ao c A are semianalytic and L is nonsingular for A, then L is
nonsingular for Ao. In fact, if C c A is a component of y1~0~ ~ for

some f, g fo and go are analytic in an open subset Uo of Rn, and 00 c Ao
is a component of ~ then 00 (-) C is a union of components of

LEMMA 2.3. If f is analytic in a connected open subset U of Rn and f fl 0,
then, for JCn-1 almost E ,Sn-1,

PROOF. The proof of [12, Lemma 3] (or even of [10, Theorem 51]) shows
that
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is contained in the countable union of sets gg(A*) where ~l* is some con-

nected analytic manifold, q is an analytic map, and dim y)] 
c n - 2 for By partitioning, as in [6, 2.9], ~l.* into submanifolds
on which p has constant rank and using [3, 3.1.18], we may obtain a
countable cover C of A*, consisting of submanifolds C, of various dimen-
sions, such that is finite; hence

COROLLARY 2.4. I f B is a countable family of semianalytic sets in R-,
then, for Jen-l almost is nonsingular for b(B) whenever

y b E O(n), and b(~) = (0, ..., 0,1).

2.5. For any open subset Y of Rn-1 a function .g on Y X R its called a
monic pseudo-polynomial if there exists a positive integer d and real func-
tions c1, ..., Cd analytic in a neighborhood of Clos Y such that

If for every y E Y, D(y) is the discriminant of H(y, -) and (!l(Y)  (!2(y) ~
 ...  ed(Y) is a complete list, counting multiplicities of the real parts of the
complex roots of H(y,.), then D is analytic on Y ([19, 5.7]) and el, ..., ~d
are continuous on Y ([3, p. 450]) and analytic on Y - 

We will say that a family 3 of sets is compatible with a set A if for every
1~E 3 9 either A = 0 or r c A. In addition we will call a semianalytic
set that is a connected analytic submanifold a semianalytic stratum.

THEOREM 2.6. (Local stratification) If 93 is a f inite f amily of semianalytic
subsets of Rn and is nonsingular for every member of ~, then there
exists an h E O(n) with h(O, ..., 0, 1) = (0, ..., 0, 1 ), Qo = RO, .Ho = 1, and, for
i E ..., 

and monic pseudo-polynomials Hi on Qi_1 X R with discriminants Di i on Q,-i
such that:

8 - Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa
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(3) the partition Qn = u J, where 3 is the family of connected compo-
nents of

for i E fO, ..., n), is finite and compatible with h(B) for every B E 93,

(4) each d c- 3 is a semianalytic stratum, 0 E Clos d, I is an an-

alytic isomorphism, and

PROOF. Either [11, ~ 11-~ 1~] or [13, § 13] using the family 93 

2.7. From 2.6 we infer that if e: R is continuous and Hn[y, e(y)] = 0
for y E Q n-l, then set

is semianalytic because it equals

for some LlEJ with d c E and dim 4 = n -1 ? .

We also deduce from 2.4 and 2.6 that each of the semi analytic sets

B E 93 have the following properties.

(1) B is locally finite.

(2 ) Clos B, Fr B, and Bdry B are semianal ytic sets with dim Clos B =
= dim B, dim Fr B  dim B, and dim Bdry B  n.

(3)  inf {ð1, ..., ~n_,~, then p[B n p-1 U(O, ð) n q-1 U(02 6,,)] is an

at most dim B dimensional semianalytic set in Rn--l.

THEOREM 2.8. (Global stratification) If é1 is a finite family of bounded
semianalytic subsets of Rn and is nonsingular for A whenever y E RII-IL
and A E 8, then there exist g E O(n) with g(O, ..., 0,1 ) = (0, ..., 0,  ) and finite
partitions S, 8 of Rn into semianalytic strata with the following six properties :

(1 ) 

(2) For each is an analytic isomorphism, and there are
an open neighborhood Yr of Closp(F), a monic p8eudopol:ynomial .Hr on
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Yr X R having zero as one root, and a continuous f unction Q: Yr -)- R such
that Hr[y, e(y)] = 0 for y E Yr and

(hence p-ify) is nonsingular for r y 

(3) For each there is an open semianalytic neighborhood Zr of
Clos p(r) in Y : such that

(4) For each and L1 E 8 u S, 1°c Clos L1 whenever r n Clos L1 =1= 0
and p (r) c p ( d ) whenever p (r) n p ( d ) =1= ø.

(5) If 8# is the partition of R,"-l consisting of along with
the family of connected components of then statements (1)
through (4) hold with n, 8, S replaced by n -1, ~#, and 8# f or some par-
tition W of Rn-1.

(6) 8, and hence S, is compatible with g(A) for every A E a.

PROOF. We use induction on n. Since the case n = 1 readily follows
from 2.6, we assume n ~ 2. For each positive integer k and u E Rk, let

Rk -~. Rk, T u (v) =u+v for v E Rk.
For each fixed a E Rn we use the family = A E ~.~ to select h,

~i, Qi, Hi , and 3 as in 2.6 and so that poh = h#op. Fixing
positive numbers 6  6  inf {ðl, ..., 3n_1), we define

There is a finite subset F of R~ with Clos U a c U Qa n p-1 U [p (a), 6].
Then, by 2.2 and 2.7(3), 

ac-F
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is a finite family of bounded semianalytic subsets of Rnw. Choosing, by 2.4,
so that nonsingular for b(B) whenever wERn-2 and

we find, by induction, an orthogonal transformation f E O(n -1 ) and
partitions ~#, -9~ of which satisfy the theorem with n, a, g, 8, 9 replaced
by n -1, 9 §~ W. Letting g~ = f ob, g E O(n) satisfy pog =
= and ..., 0,1 ) = ( o, ..., 0, 1 ), and 8 [respectively, ~] be the par-
tition of Rn consisting of

along with the family of connected components of [resp., TI],
and use 2.6 to verify (1), (4), (5), and (6).

From 2.6 we also infer that, for each is an analytic iso-

morphism and obtain (2) by letting

Finally for .I" E 13, (3 ) follows with Zr = 9#(. n ZaaE.Fr

THEOREM 2.9 (System of Neighborhoods). If 8, S, TJ, T-;7 Zr, (,3~7 -9# are
as in 2.8, and, for each u 8, V r is a neighborhood of r, then there exists
a U 8} of open sets with the f ottowing four properties:

(1) For each rE8US, 

(2) For each p(Ur)cZr.

(3) For each r and 4 both belonging to either 8 or 8, Ua 0
whenever In Clos J 0 = d r1 Clos 11 and Ur r1 Ua = - I Ur)] n Ua
whenever Closd 0.

(4) There exists a 8# U S#} satisfying (1) through (3)
with n, 8, 8 replaced by n -1, 7 8, -9# such that ut(r) = whenever 

PROOF. Letting Ua = d for every n dimensional member of S U S, we
will define Ur for and establish 2.9 by induction on n. The case

n =1 is easily treated.
To handle the inductive step, choose, by 2.8(2 ), for each k E ~0, n - 1)

and each 7~ dimensional a continuous function ar on Rk such that
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let 3r(u), for u EPk(F), be the infemum of the four numbers,

(here dist(u, 0) == + oo), and let Sr be the extension to Rk of 6. and
Then 8, is continuous, and

is an open neighborhood of p (1’). Moreover for each Xe{~-)-l~...~20131}
and I dimensional with I

is also an open neighborhood of p(1-’) because 8r[qk(Y)] &#x3E; 0, = 0,
and x.,[q,,(y)] = %,j[q,(y)] whenever y E p(r). With

we inductively choose a as in (4) such that

r# c c V $i for T’# E 8# u 8~, define

and verify the theorem by using 2.8(4)-(5).

3. - Real Analytic Chains.

H. Federer has proven in [3, 3.4.8 (13)] that, for any nonnegative in-

teger j, the restriction of j dimensional Hausdorff measure, to any j~
dimensional semianalytic set in M is locally finite.

By [3, 4.2.28] a current T is a j dimensional analytic chain in M if and
only if it satisfies one of the two equivalent conditions :

(1) There exist a locally finite disjointed family 93 o f j dimensional

orientable semianalytic strata, orienting j vectorfields ~B and integers mB for
B E ~3, such that T = ~ mB(Jej L B) /~ ~B ; that is,
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(2) dim(spt T) j, and dim(spt aT) c j -1 ([3, 4.1.24]).
From (2) it follows for positive j that the current aT [where (aT)(1p) = 

for is dimensional analytic chain in M.
From (1), 2.4, 2.7 (2), and 2.1 we infer that if T ~ 0, then

is a j dimensional semianalytic subset of M.
From (1) we also see that if A is semianalytic subset of M, then the

current T L A [3, p. 356] is also an analytic chain in M. In fact, for each
B E 93, we may, by 2.4 and 2.6, choose a locally finite disjointed family CB of j
dimensional semianalytic strata C c A r1 B such that dim [(A r1 B) ~ u 
hence

From either (1) or (2) we infer that if N is an analytic submanifold of M
with spt T c N, then the above equation defining T(99) gives us, for 
an analytic chain TIN in N, called the restriction of T to N.

LEMMA 3.1. Sup p ose f : M -+ N is an analytic map of analytic manifolds
and C c M and D c N are semianalytic. I f dim( C n  0 for all y E D;
then dim[C n D.

PROOF. If x is a regular point of E = C n such that dim D f (x) ~
. [Tan(E, x)] is maximal, then by [6, 2.2 (4)] and [3, 3.1.18, 3.4.11],

COROLLARY 3.2. I f M and N are orientable, f maps C homeomorphically
onto an open subset of N, dim[im = dim N for x E M, and j is a non-
negative integer, then there exists a unique homomorphism

such that Yj = *

PROOF. For any semianalytic subset A of C we infer from the proof
of [6, 2.9] and [3, 3.1.18] that dim[A - G(A)]  dim A where

G(A) = A n is a regular point of A with dim D f (x)[Tan(A, x)] = dim A~ .
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Inasmuch as for C) by [3, 4.1.30], the homo-
morphism f # ~ ~~ ( C, 0) is injective; thus ri is unique.

To prove existence, let k = dim N, be dual ([3, 1.7.5]) orienting k
form and k vectorfield for N, and JY’ = Xk Aq the corresponding orienting
cycle for N. The submanifold G( C) is then oriented by the vectorfield
which is dual to the k form By [3, 4.1.28] and the
estimates

is an analytic chain in M ; moreover, 
because - N L f (C)] is contained in the Jek null subset f(([C - G(C)] u
u Fr C) of N. It follows that n spt 83 _ 0 because

and f#~~k-1(C, C) is injective. For Q E 3i[f(C), f(C)] we infer from [3, 3.1.18],
2.1, and 3.1 that

dim f -’(spt Q ) j + dim M -1~ , dim f -1 (spt dim M - k - 1 ,
dim Q ) n spt 3] ~ , dim 8Q) n 3] j -1,

and use [6, ~.8(11)] to define _yj(Q) = (fHQ) E 3;(0,0) and verify that

4. - Homology Neighborhood Theorem.

4.1. If T is a j dimensional analytic chain in Rn satisfying condition (#)
and then p# T is, by ~ 3 (2 ), a j di-

mensional analytic chain in Rn-1. In particular, if E is an at most n -1

dimensional semianalytic set in Rn and is nonsingular for .~ whenever
y E Rn-1, then, by 2.2 and 2.7 (3), any analytic chain with support in E sat-
isfies condition ( ~) . For let

We will prove by induction that the following two propositions are true
for every positive integer n.
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PROPOSITION Bn [respectively, partition of Rn and
system of neighborhoods as in 2.8 and 2.9. 

and V is an open subset of Rk where then

[respectively, 0] for all j.
Using the homotopy formula for currents (3, 4.1.9]) we readily verify

Propositions B1 and Bf. Assuming now that n ~ 2 and

PROPOSITION An [respectively .A~] is Proposition Bn [respectively B~] in
case C has only one member F,

we establish the induction in the following four sections :

4.2. Proposition implies proposition 

PROOF. We assume and k = dim 1’ n and abbreviate W =
== -PO = p(-P), ~ _ ~~~) _ n q;l(V).

First to treat the case dim  n, we will prove the stronger assertion,

PROPOSITION A~ is true if D is replaced by any of 8 with
dim w 5  n,

by induction on dim u Ð. If dim  k, then W n c F, and the
assertion is trivial. We now assume

and

For each is a homeomorphism, by 2.8 (2), and the

analytic chain Tj = T L d satisfies

and condition (#) by 2.8 (2) and 4.1. We apply Proposition twice -

with replaced:

first, by h#, 3£ , to choose an analytic chain P# in with
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and second, by T’, ~a , to choose an analytic chain ~a in Rn-1 with

By 2.8 (2 ), 4.1y and 3.2, ~Sa lifts to an analytic chain SA in Rn satisfying con-
dition ( ~) and

Inasmuch as spt ~ I and

there is, by induction an analytic chain S satisfying condition (#) and.

thus 

Having verified the assertion, we now assume that dim u 3) = n ancl
u Ð, and define :F, 3, 3)j, and Ð~ as above with

hence, U D = u D. Thus for each 4 the ana-

lytic chain Tj = T L d satisfies

and condition (#) by 2.8 (2), 4.1, and the inclusion p(spt TA) cp(spt T).
We first apply the assertion with D replaced by JA, to obtain an analytic
chain Pa satisfying condition (#) and

second use Proposition with r, Ð replaced by Df to obtain an
analytic chain ~Sa with

and third recall again 2.8 (2), 4.1, and 3.2 to select an analytic chain Q~
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in Rn satisfying condition (#), spt QLI c and = Pe) - 
hence 

There exists a semianalytic set Cj in Rn such that spt S£ cp(Cj u 3)j)
and p maps Cj homeomorphically onto an open subset of In fact,
with Yr, Hr as in 2.8 (2),

and

are finite positive numbers. If r1, r2, ... , rd is a complete list, counting mul-
tiplicities of the complex roots of .gr such that e1 = = 

and ~Od+1= -E- oo, 1 then

p-1(Yr) = n fix: q(x) is strictly between and 

for some 1 c- fl, ..., d} and m c fl - 1, 1 + 1}. 7

(1d = ed7 (1d+l = pd + 1, the set

satisfies the above inclusion. The function Iron Yrx R whose value at
(y, z) E equals

is a monic pseudo-polynomial because its coefficients, being symmetric
polynomial functions of r1, ... , rd are polynomial function of the coefficients
of ([19, 5.7]), hence analytic in Yr. Thus Cj, being the graph of a con-
tinuous root of Ir, is semianalytic by 2.6.

In the following, our construction (and our reason for using the substra-
tification 9 of 8) is based on the observation (2.8 (3), 2.9 (2)(3)) :

(2) tx-f-(1-t)yE W f1U and x, YEW f1U ~a.
Choosing Tj as in 3.2 with f, M, N, C replaced by p, Rn-1, we

let Sa = 
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Then Sj satisfies condition (#) by 2.2 and 2.7 (3), Õ is semianalytic, f maps
C homeomorphically onto an open subset of h [( f ~C)-~(o, x)] c- Ci
and x)] = x whenever x E p-1[p(Ca)] and p[h(t, x, y, z)] = p(x)
whenever (t, x, y, z) c- 0. Applying 3.2 again, this time with f, M, N, C
replaced by f, R X Rn, 0 to obtain a lifting Yj, we let

and compute, using [3, 4.1.15],

From the inequalities

dim(spt Jj)  dim P (sPt + 1 + 1 c j + 1

we see that Jj is an analytic chain satisfying condition (#). Moreover,

Finally since s and

another application of the assertion, with D replaced by 3, provides an
analytic chain 8 satisfying condition (#) and

whence
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4.3. Proposition .An implies proposition B~.
PROOF. We use induction on i = dim U e. For each FE e we abbi

viate hence and assume 0~~

ree aep " ’ 

ree J

Recalling 2.9 (3), we let

and for each y

and observe is disjointed by 2.8 (3) and 2.9 (3). Thus if

spt T c Ug, for example, if i = 0, then we may apply Proposition A~ to
each of the analytic chains T L Ur for -Pe 8.

We now assume 0. Since U~
by 2.9 (3),

is positive. We may choose, first by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem

([9, p. 244]), a polynomial a on Rnw such that

and then, by [6, 2.2 (7)], a number r between s/3 and 2E/3 such that

We infer by [3, 4.2.1, 4.3.4] and [6, 4.3] that

are all analytic chains. We obtain the decompositions
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where, for each FE 8y I~r and Tr are analytic chains which have supports
contained in Ur and which therefore satisfy

and condition (#) because

First, for each 8y we use Proposition with k, V replaced by i, V’
to choose analytic chains Pr, Qr satisfying condition (#) and

Second, since and 

we may again apply Proposition A~, this
time to select an analytic chain Sr satisfying condition (#) and

Third we observe that

and that T L fx: (aop)(x) C r} - 2: Qr satisfies condition(#). Since dimu $ i,
F~8

there exists, by induction, an analytic chain Q satisfying condition (#) and

Fourth we note that
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apply induction to choose an analytic chain S satisfying condition (#) and

and conclude that

belongs to

4.4. Proposition B~ implies proposition An .
PROOF. We assume FEÐ, k===dimFn, W=== and

TE3;(WnuÐ, Since, for 

by 2.8 (2), 4.1, and Proposition Bn, we also assume dim u 0 = n. From 4.2
we recall the following notations

and Ca (which depends on ~) .

It will be sufficient to find, for each 4 an analytic chain Sj such
that spt SAC W r1 u Ð and Ta - 8Sj satisfies condition (#) because then

would, by 2.8 (2) and 4.1, satisfy condition (#) and belong to $1(W n u J,
by Proposition B~ .

Fixing L1 we note that spt 8Tj c W n u and that 8Tj satisfies,
by 2.8 (2) and 4.1, condition (#) (even though Ta may not). Recalling the
assertion in 4.2 (or repeating the proof of the assertion) with D replaced
by 3j, we choose an analytic chain P L1 with
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By 2.9 (1)(3) and 4.1 (1)(2) we may select an open semianalytic set X which
has compact closure in W and contains

Since any semianalytic set is, by 2.6 (4), a countable union of compact sets,
there is a countable family JW of open neighborhoods of u 3 such that any
neighborhood of u 3 contains some member of JV.

As a first approximation to Sa we will select for every N analytic
chains 1~a and Sa such that RN satisfies condition (#),

Fixing and choosing, by 2.8 (2), 2.8, and 2.9, an orthogonal trans-
formation a partition S’ of Rn, and a system of neighbor-

so that S’ is compatible with and

g’ ( 0, ..., 0,1) = (0,..., 0, 1), and

we infer from Proposition Bn with 8, C, Ð, V replaced by S’, S’

n B’), 8 ’ m {r’: 7" c A’), Rk that

Recalling from 4.2 the construction of C.1, we may replace 6 by a smaller
positive number in order that Cj be close enough to Er so that

By 2.4, 2.7 (3), and 4.2 (1), we may choose an orthogonal transformation

y E 0(n) near so that is nonsingular for whenever y E 
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With f and h as in 4.2 and

we infer that C is semianalytic, that f maps 0 homeomorphically onto an
open subset of that x)] Ey-l(OLj) and x = x)]
whenever x E and that (poy)[h(t, x, y, z)] = (poy)(x) whenever
(t, x, y, z) c- 0. Applying 3.2, twice, with f, M, N, C replaced by p o y, Rn,
Rn-I , and f, R &#x3E;C Rn X Rn X Rn, to obtain liftings r, and 3
respectively, we let

observe that

and compute, using [3, 4.1.15], that

From the inequalities

dim(Spt I)  dim(p oy) (Spt I) + 1 ~dim(poy)[spt 8(T j - P j )] + 

we see that I and J are analytic chains in Rn. Choosing an open semianalytic
set D with

we infer from 4.1, with E = y-1(Ca), that R L D satisfies condition (#). Then
since 8(R L D) belongs to 5~_i[(~nu3))n~~nu3]y we may select
an analytic chain Q satisfying condition (#) and
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With RN = R L D 2013 Q and 8,N, = J L D we obtain the desired inclusions:

Next we fix a bounded semianalytic set Y with Clos X c Y c W and

use 2.4, 2.7 (3), 2.8, and 2.9 to select an orthogonal transformation

g* e O(n), a partition 8* of Rn, and a system of neighborhoods 1°* e C*}
such that 8* is compatible with A* = g*( Y n u D) and B* = g*( Y r1 V 3),

satisfies condition (#) for all N E JY’, and

Finally choosing N E X so that

we observe that g# (Ta - .Ra - a~Sa) E ~#(A* n ~I*, B*) and apply Proposi-
tion B~2013with 8, e, Ð, TT replaced by 8*, ~* r1 f l’-’* : 1"* c B*~, 8*

n {7~*: :1"* c A*~, Rk to obtain an analytic chain ~Sa such that

With SA = Sa + we conclude that spt Sa c W’ r1 uD and, by 2.8 (2)
and 4.1, that TA- 8Sj satisfies condition (#) because 1a does and

which completes the proof.

4.5. Proposition An implies proposition Bn .

PROOF. Here we may repeat the argument of 4.3. Specifically we should,
from that proof, drop all superscripts # and omit any statements concerning
condition (#) and any dimensional estimates involving the projection p.

COROLLARY 4.6. If A D B are semianalytic subsets of a real analytic mani-
fold M, then there exists an arbitrarily small open neighborhood W of B such
that Hi(A (1 W, B) = 0 for all j.

9 - Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa
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PROOF. Since there exists ([5, Theorem 3]) a proper analytic embedding
of if into some Euclidean space, we assume that if equals Rm for some
positive integer m.

Suppose X is an open neighborhood of B. With Bi = B(o, i) for

2, ...} we use 2.4, 2.8, and 2.9 to choose inductively orthogonal trans-
formations gl, g2, ... E O(m) and partitions 81, §3~ ... of Rm with corresponding

of neighborhoods such that 81 is compatible with Bl,
gl(A n B,.), and gl(B n B1) and, for i = 1, 2, ..., 8i+l is compatible with

whenever rESi+l and and W7l == 
c U(O, i + 2) n g,.-’(Ui,,) whenever and .I"c let-

ting, for i E {I, 2, ...},

we conclude from Proposition Bn that

00 
___

The set ZY = U Wi is an open neighborhood B in X. Suppose
z=1

T E n W, B). To see that T belongs to r1 yY, B), we will first let
’Wo = 0 and choose inductively, for i = 0, 1, ... , an analytic chain such
that

Suppose So = 0 and Sl , ~S2 , ... , 8 i-I have been chosen. Selecting an analytic
chain .R such that

00

hence spt 8R c A r1 Bi m U W c A r1 Wi, we choose an analytic chain Q with
I=i
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and then an analytic chain Si such that

thus

Finally we take i large enough so that spt T c Bi, infer that

and select an analytic chain S with

COROLLARY 4.7. There exist arbitrarily small open neighborhoods U of A
in M and V of B in U such that the inclusion map of 3;(A, B) into ~~ ( U, V)
induces an isomorphism Oj mapping H;(A, B) onto H;( U, V) for all j.

PROOF. Apply 4.6 twice-with A, B replaced:

first, by M, A to obtain an open neighborhood U of A in M with

Hj(U, A) = 0 and

second, by B to obtain an open neighborhood V of B in U with

5. - Real Analytic Homology Theory.

Suppose M and N are m and n dimensional real analytic manifolds,
M D A D B and N D C D D are semianalytic sets, and f maps the pair (C, D)
continuously into (A, B). Using 4.7 we will, by approximation, define the
group homomorphism 

’

LEMMA 5.1. If U:J.. V are open subsets of lVl, j E (0, 1, ... }, Q c ii(M),
spt Q c U, and either j = 0 or spt aQ c V, then there exist an analytic chain
.R E 3j(U, V) and an integral current S E such that spt U and

spt(Q - .R - as) c V.
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PROOF. Let cx: .M~ --~. R" be a proper, real analytic embedding ([5]), and
A’D B’ be relatively open semianalytic subsets of x(.M) with «(spt Q ) 
and a(spt oQ) c B’ c ot(V). Also let e be a class oo retraction mapping an
open subset W of Ra onto A’ ([3, 3.1.20]). We select open neighborhoods U’
of A’ in W and V’ of B’ in such that H~ (A’, B’ ) V’)
as in 4.7.

By the polyhedral approximation of [3, 4.2.9 (1)(4)(6)], there is a real

analytic chain R’ E ~~ ( U’, TT’ ) and an integral current with

spt S’ c U’ and 85’ ) c V’. With analytic chains R" e 3j(A’, B’)
and S" E ~j+i( U~, U’) chosen so that aS") c V’, the lemma is

satisfied by the two currents R and S in .M~ which are characterized by the

conditions,

COROLLARY 5.2. The inclusion map of 3j(U, V) into r1 ~Q : spt o c U,
spt aQ c V) induces an isomorphism P mapping Hj(U, V) onto the integral
current homology group ([3, 4.4.5])

LEMMA 5.3. If K is a compact subset of C and s &#x3E; 0, then there exists
a class 00 f unction g mapping N into M such that dist[ f (x), g(x)]  8 for
all x E .K.

PROOF. We consider the commutative diagram

where a : if -~ Ra and fl : N - Rb are class oo proper imbeddings ([20, p. 113]),
and .F is a continuous extension to Rb of the map We also

choose a class 00 retraction e of an open neighborhood W of «(M) onto
a(M) and a compact subset L of W with a[f(K)] c Int L. With

we may, by regularization ([3, 4.1.2]), choose a class oo mapping G : 
such that dist[F(y), G(y)]  ë/Â2 for y E fl(K); the lemma
follows with g = 
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LEMMA 5.4. For any T E lj(N) with spt Tee and open neighborhoods U
of f (spt T) and Tr of f (spt aT) in M, there is an s &#x3E; 0 such that if g and h
are class oo mappings of N into M with dist[j(0153), g(x)}  s and dist[j(0153), h(x)]  8

for x E spt T, then

and there exists an integral current S E with spt S c U and

PROOF. With 0(;, Ra, 9 e7 W as in 5.3, we choose eO so that

If g and h satisfy the hypothesis and

5.5. Let T E 3.(C, D) and .K = spt T. With U, TT as in 4 . 7, ~ as in 5.4,
and g as in 5.3, let co be the integral current homology class (5.2) of the

integral current g# T; the function which associates (o with T is, by 5.4,
a well-defined group homomorphism with kernel containing %,(C, D).
Letting S~ denote the induced homomorphism on .H~(C, D), we recall 4.7
and 5.2 and define the homomorphism

The axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod ([2, p. 10]), which for integral
current homology in the local Lipschitz category readily follow by elementary
properties of integral currents as in [3, 4.4.1, 4.4.5], are also easily verified,
by approximation, for our real analytic homology theory on the category
of semianalytic sets and continuous maps.
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5.6. The homology groups , Hj (A, B) for j E {0, 1, ...) are isomorphic to
the homology groups of the chain complex ([2, p. 124]) with chain groups
Cj = A)/3AB, B) for j &#x3E; 0, {0) for j  0, and with boundary homo-

morphisms 8;: Cj induced by 8 for j &#x3E;0.

THEOREM 5.7. I f A D B are relatively compact semianalytic subsets of .lVl,
then H,(A, B) is finitely generated for all j.

PROOF. By the fourth axiom (exactness) of Eilenberg-Steenrod, we
assume that B = 0. We also note that if E and F are semianalytic sets
with F n Clos E c E, then the inclusion c 3,(~ F) and the
map sending T E U F, F) to T 3j(E7 E n F) induce inverse iso-

morphisms between and for all j ; thus if

and then there is, by [2, 1.4.1, 15.3], an
exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence

From this we observe, by induction, that if 8 is a finite family of semi-
analytic sets such that and Hj(E n U Y)
is finitely generated whenever E E 8, F E 8, and ji" c 8, then H~ ( U ~) is

finitely generated for all j. In particular, by covering Clos A by finitely
many closed balls contained in coordinate neighborhoods, y we may as-

sume If is an open subset of .Rn.

We now use induction on n. For any interval or singleton set I in .R1 and
a E I, there is a strong deformation retraction ([17, p. 30]) of I onto 

thus and rr 0 for j &#x3E; 0 by the first,
fifth and seventh axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod. The case n = 1 follows

because any bounded semianalytic subset of R1 is a finite disjoint union of
intervals and singleton sets.

To handle the inductive step, we assume, after an orthogonal transfor-
mation of Rn, that a, g, 87 13, $, it, Hr, Zr are as in 2.8 with a _ ~A~ and
g = y and let

and 6 = e u 0. Then, being bounded, A = u 8. Moreover F n Clos E c E
and n Clos F whenever .E, 
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If and Yc 6, then, by 2.8 (2)(4)(6), p maps homeo-

morphically onto the semianalytic subset of .Rn-1; hence,
u u Y)] is finitely generated for all j. It follows,

in particular, that for Hj(U $) is finitely generated for all j.
Next if and then there are two possibilities. If 

then E r1 w Y is, by 2.8 (4), the union of a subfamily of C; hence r1 u Y)
is finitely generated for all j. If however E e Y, then E n w Y = E.

By 2.8 (4)(5)(6), is a semianalytic subset of Rn-l. Suppose .E = A
n Clos(d r1 where r d e 8 - 1; and 4 c A. There are,

by 2.8 (3), continuous functions and í on Zr such that a(y)]
= Hr[y, T(y)] = 0 for y E Zr and

Arguing as in 4.2 we see that

is a semianalytic set for which is nonsingular whenever y E Rn-1;
thus, by 2.2 and 2.7 (3), p maps any semianalytic set in C homeomorphically
onto a semianalytic subset of Since by 2.8 (3)(4)(6)

is a strong deformation retract of E onto 

rr H~[p (E)] are finitely generated for all j.
It now follows from our previous observation that Hj(A) = 8) is

finitely generated for all j.

6. - Intersection Theory for H*(A, B).

Suppose M is an m dimensional orientable real analytic manifold,
MD A D B are semianalytic, and i and j are nonnegative integers with
i -~- j ~ m. Using 4.7 and [6, § 5] we will define, in 6.4, for any two homology
classes ~O E Hi(A, B) and r E Hi(A., B) the intersection class ~O () 7: E B).
Recall that for any i dimensional analytic chain in M and j dimensional
analytic chain T in M which intersect suitably, that is,
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an i + j - m dimensional analytic chain R r) T has been defined and that
real analytic intersection theory in .~ « at the chain level » has been treated
in [6, § 5].

To deiine p r1 z we first observe that i f .E and F are subsets of Rm with
then

F]  dim E + dim F - m for ~~ almost all z E R~ .

In fact by using the maps 

we may infer that gz is an analytic isomorphism mapping Tx(E) n F onto
(EX F) r1 f -lfz) and then apply [ 6, 2 . 2 ( 7 ) ] .

6.1. If .E and Fare semianalytic subsets o f Rm with dim E +
then for almost 

for £1 almost all t E R and

PROOF. We abbreviate Z = 1-~-- dimE+ dimf-m and for (x, ~) E
Lx,~ = Rm r1 ~x -E- t~ : t E R~ . From the above observation, 2.4,

and Fubini’s theorem, we infer that, for almost all $ E Sm-I, the line
is nonsingular for -E7 and

for all x E Rm and ~1 almost most all t E R.

Fix such a ~ E 8m-I, let h : R X R- -* Rm, h(t, 0153) = x + t~ for (t, 0153) E R X R-,
and choose b E O(m) with b(~) = (0, ..., 0,1). Then, by 2.7 (3), (pob)(E) and

are semianalytic sets. Assuming, for contradiction, that dim[h(R X E) r1
r1 F] &#x3E; t, we choose, by [6, 2.2 (4)] a bounded interval I c R such that

Moreover by 2.6 (4) there is a semianalytic
stratum P in E such that n F] is positive and and
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hence, are analytic isomorphisms. Letting

we infer that the approximate Jacobian ap ([3, 3.2.20]) is positive
for every regular point x of n F. From [6, 2.2(3)(6)] and the coarea
formula [3, 3.2.22 (3)] we deduce the contradiction

LEMMA 6.2. Suppose Q is an i dimensional analytic chain in M, 7 :F is a

countable collection of semianalytic sets in M, U, Yo , Wo, V, Ware open sub-
sets o f M, spt Q c U, Clos Yo c lYo, Clos TT c W, yY n spt aQ = ø, Clos W is

compact, and there exists an anal ytic isomorphism mapping W into Rm. If Ro and
So are analytic chains in M, (spt .Ro) l~ spt So c U, Wo r1 spt(Q - Ro - a~o) _ ø,
and

dim(F r1 spt Ro) c i -~- (dim F) - m, dim(I’ n spt (dim F) - m - 1

for all F then there exist analytic chains Rand S in M such that (spt B) u
W spt s c U,

dim(F r1 spt R) c j + (dim F) - m, dim(F n (dim F ) - m -1
for all 

PROOF. Choosing, by [6, 2.2 (7)], an open semianalytic set .b with

Clos V c D c Clos DeW and

for all it suffices to prove the lemma with Q, Y, U, V,,, W, -Ro ,
So replaced by Q L D - L .b + a(So L D), 9
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to obtain suitable analytic chains and then let

Thus we may assume M equals R- and K = spt Q u spt R,, u spt So is

compact.
Let a be a polynomial on R- with a(x)  0 for x E TTo and a(x) &#x3E; 1

for and choose, by [6, 2.2 (7)] r so that 0 C r C 1 and

for all Thus (Q - Ro - 8So ) L {x: cx(x) = 0. With

we use 6.1 to 1 E &#x3E; 0, and so that

for all .E c 8 and .F’ E fR-1 From these last two estimates we infer that

are analytic chains in Rm and
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for all Using [3, 4.1.9, 4.2.1, 4.3.4] we conclude

THEOREM 6.3. If U D V are open subsets of M, to E Hi(U, V), and ‘~ is
a countable collection of analytic chains in M, then there exists an analytic
chain R E e such that Rand T intersect suitably for all T c b.

PROOF. Let Q E ~ and choose first finite open covers U2, ..., UL}
and V~2, ..., VL~ of spt Q such that UL) is a compact
subset of U, and ClosVzcUz for

... , .L~, and then open sets Wo, Wi, ..., ~L so that Wo = ø,

for I c- tl, 2, ..., L). we inductively
apply 6.2, for each l E ~1, 2, ... , L -1~ U, Vo, I Wo , I V, W, R. 7 Is.
replaced by ~spt T, 

to obtain analytic chains .l~ and S L such that

.and R i and T intersect suitably for all and then take 

6.4. e n T. Let U’ and V be as in 4.7. For any homology classes

~ E Hi(A, B) and i E Hi(A, B) we use 6.3 to choose analytic chains R E tP i(e)
and T E which intersect suitably and define the intersection class

~O n -r E Hi+i-m(A, B) as the inverse image of the homology class in

V) of .l~ n T.

The homology intersection class e n z is then well-defined. In fact sup-
pose R’EtPi(e) and also intersect suitably. Then there are an-

alytic chains Q and S such that (spt Q) U spt S is a compact subset of U
and

Using 6.3 to change, if necessary, first S and then Q, we may assume
lS, Rl, fQ, T), tQ, T’}, {Q, aS), and hence tR - R’- aQ, T} and
{T2013T’2013M~} intersect suitably. Thus, by [6, 5.8 (9)],
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Moreover we also infer that e r1 r is independent of the initial choice
of V ; if U’, a different pair of open sets satisfying 4.7, then we
may by the previous paragraph, choose

to compute e n .
Properties of the homology intersection product corresponding to

[6, 5.11 (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)] readily follow.
To prove associativity 

where and i -~- j --~- k ~ 2m. Choose analytic chains
S E Oj(or) and T E 0,(T) which intersect suitably, apply 2.6 and 3.0 to con-
struct a j + k - m dimensional analytic chain P and a j + k - m -1 di-
mensional analytic chain Q such that

and then select an analytic chain R E Øi(e) which intersects suitably with
~S, P, and Q. Thus ~R, -n, and ~} (See [6, 5.10]) intersect

suitably; hence (R r1 S) equals, by [6, 5.11 (6)], .I~ r1 (~’ r1 T).

7. - Real Analytic Sets.

In this section we assume that E is dimensional real analytic set in M
and let

Reg E == E r1 {x: x has a neighborhood U such that U r~ E

is dimensional analytic submanifold of 

Thus .E is closed and dim (E - Reg E)  k by 2.6. We first study the ex-
tent to which E is locally orientable.

THEOREM 7.1. If k equals either m -1 or 1 and y E Clos Reg E, then
there exist an analytic chain T in M and an open ball U about x such that

and for every x E U n Reg E, 11 T 11, 0153) = 1 ; hence ([3, 4.1.31 (2)]) the homo-
logy class of T generates H,"~E, E ~ {x} ~.
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PROOF. We assume that k&#x3E;1, that if is an open subset of R-, that
y = 0, and that the germ of E at 0, yo(E), is irreducible ([3, 3.4.5]).

Case 1, k = m - 1. Recalling 2.6 (or [3, 3.4.8 (13)(10)]), we choose a
connected neighborhood TT of 0 in M, a function f analytic in Tr and a

subset F of V such that 0 E Clos(f -1(0) - F),
and 0 for all by [3, 3.4.~, 3.4.7] we may also assume
that is irreducible. Then the inclusions

and [3, 3.4.8 (15)] imply that yo(E) = Choosing an open ball U
about 0 such that Clos U c V and U n E = U n we define T to be

the extension ([6, 3.3]) of U to M; therefore U r1 spt aT c
c spt 8Em = 0. Noting that for all points a E U n F), im D f (a) = R,
hence a) = 1 by [3, 4.3.11], and that U n Reg E c - .F’~),
we conclude first that

and second, by [3, 4.1.31 (2 )], that for x E Reg E.

Case 2, 7 k = 1. Here we use [3, 3.4.8 (10)] to choose r &#x3E; 0, orthogonal
projections It: R- --~. R2, v : R2 -* R with v(s, t) = s for (s, t) E R2, and a fi-

nite family 3 of one dimensional semianalytic strata in W = U(0, r)
such that yo({0} U u 3) = yo (E), p((0) U u 3) is an analytic subset of
1Vl’ = maps W3 isomorphically onto an analytic submanifold of

and vou maps each G e 3 isomorphically onto either R r’1 ~t : - 
or R n {t: 0  t  r). We use Case 1 with M, E, y replaced by M’, E’, 0 to
choose a suitable analytic chain T’ and open ball U’ in .lVl’. Applying, for
each G E 3, [3, 4.1.31 (2)] to the component C, of U’ n ft(G) whose closure
contains 0, we obtain an orienting 1 vectorfield of G such that

Letting and U be an open ball about 0 in M n W
m3

such that U n ({0} U u 3) equals U n E, we see that U n spt T = U n
n Clos Reg E and for Noting that 
for some integer we compute
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by Case 1, hence i = 0. Finally if 

[3, 4.1.31 (2)] as before.

EXAMPLE 7.2. Letting g : Rs --~. R6 be given by

for (x1, x2, x3, X4, x5, X6) E Rs, we compute that g(o) = 0 and that 
(R6) = 3 whenever Thus is, by [3, 3.1.18] and 2.1,
a three dimensional real analytic subset of R6. Being the double cone over
a real projective plane, C is not locally orientable at 0. Specifically we
show that

if U c R6 is open, T is a 3 dimensional analytic chain in Rs and 0 E U r’1
r1 spt T c Uno, then 0 E spt aT [hence H3( C, C - {0}) - ~3( C, C - ^~ 0].

In fact suppose 0 0 spt aT. Letting u : R6 - R, u(s) = ixi for xER6,
we note that (grad u)(x) E Tan(C, x) whenever 0 =F x EO because C is a cone.
Since the 3 vector T(x) is associated with Tan( C, x) for every nonzero regular
point x of (spt T) - spt aT, 0 E spt(T L Du), and we may, by [3, 4.3.2 (1 )]
and [6, 2.2(7), 4.3] choose a positive r  dist[O, (Fr U) U spt all so that
T, u, r&#x3E; is a nonzero two dimensional analytic cycle.

Using the map f : S2 - C given by

we compute that dim w)] = 2 for WE 82 and f (v) = f (w) if and

only if v === J~ ~ for v, thus, by [3, 3.1.18, 3.1.24], f(52) is a compact,
connected analytic submanifold of R6. Moreover is the dis-

joint union of f (S2) and (- f )(S2). In fact, if x = (xl , X2, X3, X4, X6) E
E TT r’1 then (xl , X2, x,) 0 0. Let ~O = 1Jýr. In case xl &#x3E; 0, f (w) = x
where w = ~(~, belongs to 52 because

In case (-- f)(v) = x 
The remaining cases-x2 &#x3E; 0, x20? s &#x3E; 0, x3  0 are similarly treated.

Since 0 # r) Cf(S2) U (- f)(52) and r) = 0, we infer from
[3, 4.1.31 (2)J that one, and hence both of the components f (S2) and (- f )(S2)
are orientable. If g is an orienting 2 form for f (~S2) then 1p = is one
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of the two standard unit orienting 2 forms for ,S2 ; hence f or v E S2
~(~)==2013~(2013~)==2013~(~) or = 0, a contradiction.

THEOREM 7.3. There exists a unique analytic chain modulo two ZE in M
with spt2 ZE = Clos Reg E; moreover aZE = 0 for k &#x3E; 1 and hence ([7, 3.1]~ the
homology class of ZE generates for every x E Reg E.

PROOF. If Q is any analytic chain modulo two in M with spt2 Q =
- Clos Reg E and W’ is a relatively open semianalytic subset of Reg E’
with orienting k vectorfield ~, then [7, 3.1], applied to each component
of W ~ spt2 aQ, shows that L W) A 8] 2) c spt2 aQ; since

Rk(spt2 aQ) = 0, it follows from [3, 4.2.26 (4.1.14)"J that L W)/B
/B~J2)IW = 0. Thus spt2 8Q c Fr Reg E, and uniqueness follows from [7, 3.1]
and [3, 4.2.26 (4.1.14)"].

To prove existence V2, ...) be a cover of Reg E consisting of
relatively open semianalytic subsets of Reg E with orienting k vectorfields
.. Also let Wi = Vi , -Wi = U ... U Vi-I) for i c- {2, 3, ...) ,

and

hence Jek(F) = 0 and spt2 ZE = Clos Reg E. By the argument of the pre-
vious paragraph (Reg E) r1 spt2 aZE, being contained in ~’ by [7, 3.1], is.

empty by [3, 4.2.26 (4.1.14)v]. Since dim Spt2 aZ.,dimFr RegEk-1,
ZE is an analytic chain modulo two in M.

Assuming now we verify that aZE = 0 in two cases.

Case 1, k = 1. Here we assume YEspt2èZE. Choosing T, U as in 7.1,.
we infer from uniqueness, with M and E replaced by U and U that

( T ) 2 ~ U = ZE hence,

a contradiction.

Case 2, 7 k &#x3E; 1. We assume is an open subset of Rm, x is a regular
point for B = spt2 aZE, and dim[Tan(B, x)] = k - 1. The remainder of the
proof will consist of choosing an orthogonal projection g : a neigh-
borhood U of x, and a point b E U n B satisfying the conditions:

which contradict Case 1 with .l~ and E replaced by U and U n E n 
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Let D be a countable dense subset of Reg E, g : be an ortho-

gonal projection with

x)] = k -1 = d)] for all d E D

and U be an open neighborhood of x such that G = is a non-

empty connected analytic submanifold of if and is an analytic isomor-

phism. Recalling the proof of 3.2, we see that the real analytic dimension of

is at most k -1 because every component of Reg E meets D. Fixing,
by [7, 4.1], an analytic chain T in M with (T ) 2 = ZE and spt T = spt2 T =
= Clos Reg.E and choosing, by [6, 2.2 (7)], b E G so that

and the slice T, p, g(b)) is determined by integration along the fiber as in
[3, 4.3.8 (2)], we conclude first by [7, 3.2 (6)(2)] that fl, ,u(b)~2~ TI = (8b)2,
hence dim(E n = 1, and second, by [3, 4.3.8 (2)], that

hence ZE, a, U = U by uniqueness.

REMARK 7.4. If

then the closed semianalytic set is not analytic
([15, p. 106]). Moreover

([7, 4.4]) even though dim(E n F) =1 = dim E + dim F - 3.

8. - The Real Part of a Holomorphic Chain.

In this section we assume that Rm and R~ are embedded in Cm and Cn

in the usual fashion and the U c Cm and V c Cn are open sets. For any map
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f : U - V with f (Rm n U) c Rn, we let Rm n U - R" n V, = 

= for x e Rm n U.

We first observe complex j dimensional holomorphic 8ub-

manifold of Cm and Rm n D ~ 0y then Rm n D is ac j dimensional real an-
alytic R". In fact for x e R" n D there is an open neigh-
borhood W of x in Cm and a multi-index such that

is a holomorphic isomorphism; then r1 is a real analytic iso-
morphism mapping onto 

Next, recalling [3, 3.4.12] and [6, 2.2], we define, the

complex dimension of E, denoted dime E, as

sup inf (dimc fl: fl is the germ of a holomorphic subvariety at

x and (3 contains the germ of E at s) ;

in addition, we let dime ø = -1. We obtain the inequality

In fact, if x E R- is the germ of a holomorphic subvariety at x,
~3 contains the germ of E at x, and 8 is the complexification of yx(Rm) f1 fJ
([15, p. 91]), then, by [15, p. 93],

8.1. CompZex holomorphic chains. Let H be a complex j dimensional
holomorphic chain in U ([3, 4.2.29], [6, §6]). From [3, 4.2.29] and

[15, pp. 67-68] we recall that .H is a locally finite sum of integral multiples
of chains corresponding to integration over the global irreducible com-

ponents of the holomorphic set spt H; hence, spt2 .H, being the union of
those irreducible components occuring with odd multiplicity, is a (pure)
complex j dimensional holomorphic subset of U. We now define a j dimen-
sional (real) analytic chain modulo two in Rm n U, flH, called the real

part of H, by

If I is a complex holomorphix chain in 1’, then X 

10 - Annati delia Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa
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8.2. PROPER MAPPING FORMULA. If f maps U holomorphically into V,
f(Rm r1 U) c Rn, H is a complex j dimensional holomorphic chain in U, and
fispth is proper, then ~,( f#g) _ (~i, f )~(~i,H).

PROOF. By the proper mapping theorem ([15, p. 129]), f (sptH) is

holomorphic in V with dimc f (spt H) = j ; hence, by the argument of

[3, 4.2.28], fjH is a holomorphic chain in V. Let

and observe, by the real and complex rank theorems, that the restriction
of f induces a holomorphic covering map of holomorphic submanifolds

and a real analytic covering map of real analytic submanifolds

For any connected component C of Rn r1 f (spt H) ~ [ f (A) U B] and y E C
we compute

and observe that

by 7.3, and deduce from [7, 3.1] that

Thus Since, by [15, p. 65],
to complete the proof it suffices by [3, 4.2.26 (4.2.14)"] to show

that hence and by 8.0 and
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By the reasoning of [6, 2.9], A is holomorphic in U. If then

D = A n (x: x is a regular point of A and dim Tan(A, x) = j}

would be nonempty. Choosing a point d E D so that dime Df(d)[Tan(D, d)] is
maximal, we infer from the complex rank theorem that D] &#x3E; 1.
But this is impossible because spt H, being a compact holomor-
phic subset of C~, is finite by [15, p. 52].

THEOREM 8.3. If f maps U holomorphically into Cn, f (R- n U) c Rn,
H is a complex j dimensional holomorphic chain in U, j ~ n, y E Rn, and

n spt H) c j - n, then f, ~~ _ :Rf, y)2.

PROOF. Both sides are defined because 8H = 0 and

Case 1, j = n. Here we assume x E R- n H and select 0  e 
 dist(x, Fr U) and a, b E {0, 1} such that

Recalling [7, 3.2 (7)] we also choose

so that n U(y, a) ) 2 = n -W]. Moreover r1 spt H
is proper and

by [6, 3.6 (1)(6)(8)] and 8.2; hence a = b.

Case 2, j &#x3E; n. Here we assume the theorem false. Noting that the
complex dimension of
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does not exceed j - n -1, we choose first by [3, 4.2.26 (4.1.14)vJ, [6, 2.2 (4)],
and 4.1 a point 

-

then a neighborhood W of x along with a projection Cm - Cl-I whose

restriction to is a holomorphic isomorphism. Letting
I = H I W, g = flW, h and using [7, 3.1, 3.3, 4.3 (4.5) "], [6, 4.5], and
Case 1 twice we obtain the contradiction

8.4. BOREL-HAEFLIGER FORMULA. If I and J are complex i and j dimensional
holomorphic chains in U, i + j &#x3E; m, and dimc(spt .Z m spt J) ~ i + j - m, then

PROOF. Using the two maps f : U X and a: U X ~7-~ ~ f (z, w) _
= z - w and a (z, w) = z for (z, w) E U X U, we recall the definitions ([6, ~ 5],
[7, 4.3 ( ~ ~)v])

note that is proper, and then apply 8.2 and 8.3.

Added in proof.

Here we mention some recent results relevant to the present paper. Dennis
Sullivan’s theorem ([23]) on the oddness of the local Euler characteristic x(A, A ~ {~})
for a point a in a real analytic set A has been established in [24] and [25]. Many
of the properties enjoyed by the class of semianalytic sets have now been obtained
for the larger class of subanalytic sets consisting of all proper analytic images of
semianalytic sets. That subanalytic sets admit stratifications into subanalytic,
real analytic submanifolds was proven independently in [21] (first) and in [8] ]
(where they are called semianalytic shadows). Using his desingularization theorems
to represent locally a subanalytic set as the finite union of proper analytic images
of quadrants in Euclidean spaces, H. Hironaka has, in [22], generalized to sub-
analytic sets many of the results of [13] including the Lojasiewicz inequalities. The
stratification of subanalytic sets leads in [26] to subanalytic CW decomposition
and in [27] to triangulation by homeomorphisms with subanalytic graphs. In [26],
where the subanalytic analogues of 4.6, § 5 and § 6 of the present paper are obtained,
the homology of subanalytic pairs is represented by subanalytic chains whereas,
here, for semianalytic pairs we use the smaller group of analytic chains.
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